Older Readers (Middle to Upper Secondary)
The Ink Bridge by Neil Grant
Sea Hearts by Margo Lanagan
The Shiny Guys by Doug Mcleod
Creepy & Maud by Dianne Touchell
Friday Brown by Vikki Wakefield
The Wrong Boy by Suzi Zail

The winner was;

Sea Hearts by Margo Lanagan

Younger Readers (Middle Primary to Junior Secondary)
Pennies for Hitler by Jackie French
Older Brother by Simon French
After by Morris Gleitzman
Children of the King by Sonya Hartnett
Pookie Aleera is not my Boyfriend by Steven Herrick
The Tender Moments of Saffron Silk by Glenda Millard and Stephen Michael King

The winner was;

Children of the King by Sonya Hartnett